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GEON® Rigid Dry Blends
GEON Rigid Dry Blends provide performance, quality, and value in a powder solution for profile and
sheet manufacturers. Manufacturers can improve part performance while reducing production costs,
consumer maintenance, and the risk of field failures versus competing materials.

Solutions
Exterior
+ Formulated for years of outdoor weathering
+ Supported by years of weathering data

GEON Rigid
+ Higher use temperature than PVC
+ Better flame and chemical resistance than PVC

Interior
+ Deliver flame, chemical, and UV resistance
+ Meet agency approvals like NSF and UL

Wood-Plastic Composite Base
+ Base for adding wood and other natural fibers

Cellular
+ Replicate the look and feel of decorative wood
+ Lightweight substrate material

Manufacturer Recipes
+ Expand production for in-house compounders
or manufacturers who prefer their own recipes

Purge
+ Effectively clean out extruders in between
production runs or at shutdown

Applications

The GEON® Difference

Technology

Service

Commitment

Simplify Your Supply Chain
Broad range of solutions
from a single supplier

Save Time, Gain Know-How
Meet with a sales team that
knows the vinyl market

Improve Cost Efficiency
Maximize cost-performance
balance with customized
formulations

Reduce Risk
Minimize risk of part failure
with our experience and
supporting data

Feel Confident
With operations dedicated
to Dry Blend, we provide
quality that meets or exceeds
expectations

Differentiate with Color
Create stand-out products
with our color matching
expertise

Maximize Production
Put our technical team’s
expertise to work for you

Stay Informed
Proud member of
associations supporting your
industry: AAMA, The Vinyl
Institute, American Chemistry
Council

Proud
Member
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